The semester 1 final includes the following thinking skills and/or verbs. Be familiar with these tasks:

- Describes the effects of......
- Was likely responding or reacting to .......
- Affected......
- Was a result of........
- Could be compared to.........
- Best explains ...........
- Contributed to...........
- Directly supports.......
- Shares the point of view of.........
- Advocates.....
- Supports the following trend of.........
- Opponents would argue......
- Most likely would agree with.....
- Reflects.......... 
- Is the Underlying cause of........
- Directly fostered.....or Directly shaped.....
- Best evidence to support........
- Most similar to......
- Caused the development........
- Directly challenged......
- Is most consistent with........
- Directly influenced.....
- Clearly illustrates ..... 
- Foreshadows......
- Undermines......
- Is in contrast to......
- Failed to ............ or succeeded in......